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Sunday 21st July 2019

Atwell Wilson Motor Museum, Calne, Wilts

The 750 Motor Club was formed in 1939 at the suggestion of Bill Boddy, the editor of Motor Sport 
magazine to promote the sporting enjoyment of Austin 7s which had just ceased production and 
took its name from the engine capacity of the ‘Baby Austin’. In 1949 club stalwart Holland Birkett 
drew up a racing formula based on Austin 7 Specials to enable the ‘Impecunious Enthusiast’ to enjoy 
competitive racing at the lowest possible cost. 

So, 2019 is the 80th birthday of the 750 Motor Club and the 70th Anniversary of the 750 Formula 
which is still going strong today and is believed to be the oldest continuously contested Formula in 
the World.

Jack French is widely accepted as the most influential developer of Austin 7 competition cars in the 
austerity years post WW2. His energetic writings, public speaking and his achievements on the track 
encouraged countless enthusiasts to start building Austin 7 based racing cars for the newly formed 
750 Formula races on the disused airfields around the Country, including RAF Silverstone. Many of 
these 750MC members went on to form the backbone of the British Motorsport renaissance which 
resulted in the majority of Formula 1 teams being based in the UK today.

In 2013 Jack’s garage, where he built his cars, was still standing and untouched but threatened with 
demolition and oblivion.  After inspection it was carefully dismantled and stored until a permanent 
location could be found. The concept, as shown in the original design study by Clare Danks, was to 
create an exhibition dedicated to those early ‘penniless’ enthusiasts who went on to create a multi-
billion pound industry that has helped put Lewis Hamilton where he is today…….

   

The Atwell Wilson Museum in Clane. Wilts, heartily embraced this concept and offered a permanent 
site for the exhibition. The Museum is entirely run by volunteers and has an ethos of which Jack 
would very much have approved.

Austin 7 enthusiasts from clubs countrywide provided skills and time to persevere with this structure
originally built from the remains of an ex WD canteen in 1949. They built a new roof, helped move 
the structure to the Museum and provide exhibits that show the innovation necessary to turn the 
humble Austin 7s into potent competition cars. Exhibits include a camshaft grinding setup similar to 
the one that Jack used to supply budding racers with shafts that would transform the output of the 
A7 engine. There is an excellent sectioned working gearbox demonstration to try for yourself. The 
impressive centrepiece is a ‘skeleton’ replica of Jack’s ‘Simplicity’ race car. Jack and friends originally 
built the original car in only 5 weeks of evenings and weekends intending to demonstrate that 
competitive racing could be achieved for very little outlay. ‘Simplicity’ turned out to be spectacularly 
successful! Our replica has been meticulously built by Graham Beckett and fiends of the Lincoln A7 



Group. It contrasts the standard Austin 7 configuration, painted black, with Jack’s racing chassis and 
suspension modifications in his signature bright yellow – as per the original car. This display car 
designed to be sat in and tested by potential racers of all ages!

   

Sunday 21st July 2019 saw the ‘Grand Opening’ before a multitude of Austin 7 enthusiasts at the 
Bristol Austin 7 Club’s annual rally at the Museum. Performing the ceremony was Jack’s son Roger 
who had flown in from Texas. Graham Beckett, the current owner of the original car, brought 
‘Simplicity’ along to reacquaint it with the Garage in which it was built 66 years ago! The second car 
present was the Cowley Special belonging to Jeanine Plain-Jones and currently campaigned by 
husband Charlie in the Historic 750 Formula Series.

      

Garage project managers Charlie & Jeanine presented Roger with a memento of the day. 

  



The Garage is now on permanent display at the Atwell Wilson Motor Museum, Stockley Lane, Calne, 
Wiltshire SN11 0NF.

 Photographs of the opening ceremony taken by Clare Danks are attached.

Charlie Plain-Jones, 

Project Manager

    


